W401 Placement Teaching Information
Your name:
Name of cooperating teacher:
I have discussed the following with my cooperating teacher:
1. The topic of the lesson that I am very likely to teach is:
2. The projected date(s) for the lesson is/are:
3. The projected number of hours for the lesson(s) is/are:
Note: If you do not have the information for three items above, you should use inventory option
B. If you do have the information above, you may use either option A or B.

W401 Placement Teaching Inventory (Option A)

As you conduct this technology inventory in your placement environment, bear in mind the
technology-integrated lesson that you are thinking of implementing. You should answer the
following questions with rich detail. [Imagine that you are a tourist in a foreign place and
writing home to friends and family. How would you write so that they could imagine what you
are experiencing?]
School name:
Location of school:
Grade level(s) you will teach:
Number of students you will teach:
1. Have you observed your cooperating teacher use technology? What did she/he do? What is
his/her attitude towards using technology?

2. What technology support is available? (Include your peers who might be in the same school.)
How might you use this support?

3. What kind of technology is available in the classroom or elsewhere in the school that might
help accommodate your W401 lesson plan needs?

4. What kind of technology is available in the classroom or elsewhere in the school that might
help accommodate a learner with special needs?
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5. What constraints (technology, human, environmental, etc.) might you face? How will these
impact your lesson planning and implementation?
6. What alternatives to your planned use of technologies are at your disposal? (Consider
textbooks, resources, or other content materials your cooperating teacher uses on a regular
basis.)
7. Bearing in mind the technology-integrated lesson that you are thinking of implementing,
summarize the technology tools and/or support you are likely to need in your lesson, what
you found, what you still need, and how you might adapt to your situation.

~ End ~
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